
 

Countdown to Innovation and Leadership in Aerospace
2018 begins

The Innovation and Leadership in Aerospace (ILA) 2018 event will take place from 25-29 April 2018 in Berlin.
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What materials will be used to manufacture aircraft in 20 years? What will production and the logistics chain look like
tomorrow? And when will the first electric mid-range aircraft be ready for takeoff? According to the organisers, at ILA
Berlin, the focus is the future.

What to expect from this high-tech event

ILA Berlin focuses on aerospace innovations in five categories: aviation, space, defence and security, supplier and
special features.

“ILA Berlin is an important venue for Boeing to discuss new trends in aviation and to showcase how we are shaping the
future of aviation together with our industry partners in Germany,” said Dr Michael Haidinger, president, Boeing Germany.
“Cutting edge technology and digital solutions that enhance the efficiency of our products and streamline operations for our
customers will be in the spotlight of Boeing’s ILA presence.”

In addition, delegates will be able to:

Nowadays, the aerospace industry is truly developing at breakneck speed. If you want to keep up with the new technologies
– like 3D-printing, sustainable aviation and industry 4.0 – then you need to meet the right people with the right know-how. 

How will drones be regulated in the future? How can we achieve zero-emission aviation? And when will it be possible to
mine raw materials in space? The top experts on these issues come to Berlin to join discussions with key policymakers,
industry experts and researchers. Join the discussion.

Talk shop with colleagues

Discuss the future

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


At ILA Berlin, over 1,000 exhibitors showcase their expertise – from civil aviation to defence, security and space, and from
major corporations to highly specialized suppliers. You can make new contacts for tomorrow’s business opportunities. 

For more, go to www.ila-berlin.de.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com

Create new business opportunities

https://www.ila-berlin.de/en
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